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he barista competition can be a polarizirrg subject in the them to find the best expression of flavor using a combination of

specialty coffee industry. While there are many devoted science and experience. And at the end of this line, we want all of

followers of the circuit, there are also those put off by that hard work to be present and unmistakable in Joe Public's daily

what they consider the "pomp and circumstance" of it all. Some dose. We want customers to have some understanding of what
go so far as to say that the competitions aren't relevant to the they're taking part in, even if the only point of recognition is a
day-to-day experience of a bar barista. While not everything done bemused expression as they look into the cup after their first sip.

on a competition stage is practical or even viable in a caf6 setting, Now more than ever, we need baristas to be hard at work,
there's still a 1ot of value to be

galned from involvement in,h" (f i:l Ai:il!::iA:j i.,1 it:rl i .r:\i,,i: li:r Kf"d#\mJL-
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chef coats' judges' protocol and 
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fancl' tablecloths lies an impor- 
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With things like Direct Trade and Cup of Excellence moving
toward the forefront of the industry, we as a community are more

mindfui of the seed-to-cup experience than ever before. We expect

to knowwho the farmer is, the farm's Location, its elevation... the

Iist could go on. \,Ve \\'ant farmers to cultlvate with excruciating

attention to detail, always striring for excellence. lVe expect roast

ers to treat these exceptional coffees rrrth the utmost care and trust
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honing their skills and pressing

further into the wealth of cof-

fee knowiedge. We want them
to show precision and care with
every cup they brew and every

shot they pu11. Our baristas must
have the knowledge to explain
what could have possibly hap-

pened in the seed-to-cup process

to make your coffee taste like peaches and brown sugar.

Competition isn't the on11, 1624 to a higher level of understand-
ing, but its relevance to elevating a-,','areness within barista culture

should not be dismissed, I,\'nile r1e elents themselves only last a

few days, most of the pariic-:a::rs have spent months (or even

consecutive ):ears'r plepar--:g :rr r'.rat might only be 15 minutes

of stage time. -{11 thar'.;cri:::e-:s coir-rpetitors build a degree of

;i# 
jry.
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,nderstanding that can lead to revelations into the nature of their
crafq making it not about winning or losing, but about learning.

But what exactly does competition do for customers? What
crn baristas focus on through competition to better the experi_
ence for their clientele? Let's focus on a few key lessons com_
petitors learn in barista competitions that can clearly help them
master the daily grind.

IAl(It{C (ONTROt OI IETHNIOUT
All the items on the technical score sheet in competition are per-

tinent to making the very best espresso possible. It doesn,t have to
be about a certain style of prepa-
ration or a particular coffee. It's
about paying attention to how
everything being done affects
the end result. Every move of the
dose, every shift ofthe grounds,
any leans in tamping-they all
make a difference in the extrac-
tion. Technique is what makes or
breaks the coffee, and it's worth
it for the barista to spend a good
deal of time mastering every
movement. On any given day,

whether I'm a barista, trainer,
coach or any combination there-
of, I find these elements to be

non-negotiable and completely
within the individual's control.
Once a barista starts to embrace

technique, they often see that
the answer to one question leads
to about six more; there are so

many little things to master.
Dosing alone has numerous fac-
ets, such as controlling where
the coffee is falling and mak-
ing sure you're moving the cof-
fee for even extraction. With
tamping, using one consistent
pressure will create a different
result than using two tamps at

roaster or trainer about brewing parameters isn,t enough. Explore
the coffee for yourself, in every way you can think. Brew it, cup it,
Chemex it, French press it, Aeropress it. As espresso, explore its
range of flavors, whether high dosed or low, ground coarse or fine.
Some coffees can be tasty at multiple parameters, but you won,t
know this unless you play around with the extraction. And when
competing baristas are preparing for events, this is exactly what
they're doing: playing around and learning about their coffee.

Each day after the roast the flavors of the coffee will shift a
Iittle, sometimes needing slightty different parameters to ensure
the best flavors. A great barista will test the boundaries of the

beans and see what flavors can
be pulled from them. I'd even
say you should intentionally
pull it too long and too short.
Exhaust every possibility. Learn
more about coffee varietals and
elevation and what other fac-

tors can affect the flavors of
the coffee. AII this information
culminates into a greater degree
of control over the coffee, and it
leads to more consistency in the
cup. A barista who has actually
prepared a single coffee multiple
ways and tasted the differences
will be able to articulate that cof-
fee's characteristics and nuances

with depth and conviction.

LOSING THE FTAR TO

THINK OUTSIDE THE BO)(

One of the biggest differences
between barista competitions
and life behind the bar is that
most caf6s don't come with a

31-page list of rules and regu-
lations. While the competition
might seem more rigid than
the shop setting, there's actu-
ally quite a bit of wiggle room

A BARISTA should know his or her coffee inside and out*both
on stage and behind the bar.

different pressures. To be able to deliver the same product over
and over, each of these little movements must be mastered and
attended to. While the customer doesn,t necessarily want to know
all the nerdy details, they will inevitably benefit from understand-
ing the process.

l(NOWII.IG THT TOTTEE-AI.IO HOW TO TAtl(
ABOUT II

There's quite a bit of difference between knowing something
and understanding it through your own experience. Just asking a
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for creativity and innovation. A lot of competitors have found
ways of pushing the boundaries of our communal understanding
while staying perfectly within the lines. This year,s United States
Barista Championship was no exception: A couple of competitors
offered the judges a choice of signature drinks, which in many
ways is more true to the customer's experience. Some played more
with their preparation methods, using two grinders to fill one
portafilter, or even bringing a third hopper of coffee into play. It
was evident in the way they talked about their choices that these
ideas weren't just clever ploys to garrr.Lr more points, but were the
result of the baristas' exploration of their coffees and how to best
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represent them. The same can be done in a cafd setting, but with
even more freedom. Embracing the competition spirit of invention
without the pressure of scoring consequences can lead to unex-
pected flavor discoveries and can liven up the way you approach
your cafd experience.

Since the advent of single-origin espressos in competition,
additional grinders have been popping up in caf6s around the
country. Offering multiple espresso options is quickly becoming
a norm in the world of specialty coffee. Some caf6s have added
adaptations of signature beverages to their menu to better show-
case the versatility of a coffee and to make it more approachable
for a customer. Coffeehouse menus also reflect a shift in perspec-
tive, revealing that bigger is not always better. While 20-ounce
drinks have yet to be completely eradicated from the consumer
mind-view, competition style (or "traditional") cappuccinos are

gaining a following, making way for other coffee-centric drinks
like macchiatos and cortados.

\ffl-{il-H HXpHRiMEN'Tl[,,{S, bar-ist:ls can 1:r.Lrpos;*ly ;:uil shr-rt,.; tr.:rg
*r';lror"t io L.lrlderstar't.l c-.irt.i,il{:li,:ll-l'Lie]eci i-:tt* cir;rr:cjr..t.

Perhaps the biggest difference of all is the slow but steadily
growing appreciation for the profession of the barista. Habitual
coffee drinkers have more personal contact with their barista than
most of the people in their lives. It's a relationship that both par-
ties often take seriously. As more caf6s take part in these events,
their customers will take a genuine interest and pride in how
their baristas fare. To these people, the idea of what it means to
be a barista has become compelling, which can only solidify their
understanding of what great coffee truly means: constant vigi-
lance and commitment to quality. And as baristas learn, customers
can't help but pick up a few things along the way. rft
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